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A welcome from our Principal
Dear Parent,
A very warm welcome to you and your child and we hope that you enjoy reading this
brochure and finding out about our specialist nursery at Puzzle Centre.
I know that you will probably have many questions that you would like to ask and please do
contact our Head of Centre to ask anything that is not clear from our brochure or your visit to
Puzzle.
We have been providing specialised early intervention for pre-school aged children on the
autism spectrum, or with other communication difficulties, since 2001. We use a range of
evidence-based approaches including the SCERTS model (www.scerts.com) to help and
support our children and families.
With three ‘outstanding’ OFSTED reports, we have become known as an exemplar of best
practice in the early education of children with autism and other communication difficulties.
In addition to specialist nursery sessions, each term we also provide outreach home and
mainstream nursery support for families or practitioners with a child at our nursery.
We offer focused training workshops every term for parents on a range of topics such as:
Visual Supports, Understanding Behaviour or Developing Play and Communication Skills.
We can also offer a package of outreach via our Puzzle Assessment and Support Service
(PASS) for families who do not have a child attending our centre – this can be a one-off
assessment or a longer term home support programme. This package can also be offered to
parents with a child on our waiting list or those attending the centre who wish to access extra
support at home or their child’s main stream setting. Please ask for further details.
Please feel free to contact me to discuss anything further.
I look forward to hearing from you,

Alexandra Stanyer
CEO and Founder
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Our Vision and Mission Statements
Our vision:
We believe that every child with autism or other communication difficulty should have access
to prompt, appropriate and high quality education, therapy and support.

Our mission:
Our mission is to provide high quality education and therapy for young children with autism or
other communication difficulties; to ensure that families receive expert advice and support
and to lead the development of best practice early intervention.
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Aims and Objectives
Our Aims are:


To give children with autism or other communication difficulties the best possible
start in life by helping them to develop vital communication, social and emotional skills
that can transform their futures.



To give parents and carers of children with autism or other communication difficulties
the knowledge, skills, tools and confidence to better meet their children’s needs and help
realise their full potential.



To give early years practitioners and other professionals the knowledge, skills, tools
and confidence to better meet the needs of the children with whom they work, who have
autism or other communication difficulties.



To help raise national standards in early years autism so that all young children with
autism or other communication difficulties have equal access to high-quality education,
therapy and support.



To build the capacity of Puzzle Centre as a Centre of Excellence in Early Years Autism
so that we can further develop and share our model of specialist education and early
intervention with others.

At the Puzzle Centre Specialist Nursery we offer your child:










Specialist early intervention for children with autism, language, or communication
difficulties.
A small group setting (no more than eight children) with a one to one child to adult ratio
Individual teaching and therapy with each child at every session following individually
planned programmes.
A highly structured session in a stimulating but uncluttered ‘low arousal’ environment.
Clear language based themes for each session.
Visual structure - use of pictures, symbols, gestures, signs and other visual aids to help
understanding.
Emphasis on learning communication and social skills, self-help skills and appropriate
behaviour.
An adapted foundation stage curriculum
Staffed by a specially trained teacher, a speech and language therapist and learning
assistants who apply autism specific and language difficulty expertise and approaches
using a communication based curriculum.
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Paediatric occupational therapy advice and guidance.
Ongoing assessment and termly reviews of progress.
Use of the evidence based SCERTS educational model to underpin our educational
approach, assessments and planning.

In addition at the Puzzle Centre we offer:







Parental guidance and support – including regular workshop sessions, a comprehensive
website, newsletters and home-school notebooks.
Outreach support to both homes and other settings and mainstream nurseries
Training workshops applicable to parents and professionals.
A Library of helpful books and resources for people to borrow
Ready made resources that families can purchase to aid their child’s learning
Support during transition to school/next setting
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Admissions


In the Specialist Nursery, we cater for children aged between 2 years and 5 years.



Children usually have a diagnosis of complex language/communication difficulty or
autism.



Criteria for admission are based upon an assessment of the needs of the child matching
the specialist provision we offer and not upon a specific diagnosis.



Places will usually be allocated on a first come first served basis - using the date on which
a completed application form is received.



The Specialist Nursery at the Puzzle Centre is open for 35 weeks a year. Sessions
available are:
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Thursday & Friday - Morning
Thursday - Afternoon

9.45 am – 2.30pm
(2 sessions including lunch)
9.45 am – 12.15 pm
1.15 pm – 3.30 pm



Children may attend between 2 and 6 sessions per week. A session is two and a half
hours long.



The Specialist Nursery is all on one level and Puzzle Centre will do all it can to ensure
any child who may have mobility difficulties can be accommodated.



Puzzle Centre operates as both an early years nursery, providing access to the EYFS and
free entitlement (term time only offer) to nursery education for 3 and 4 year old children,
as well as a provider of specialist education and therapy for children who have special
educational needs as defined by the 1996 Education Act and the 2014 Children and
Families Bill. Puzzle Centre Trust heavily subsidises the specialist provision at the
Specialist Nursery. This is exclusive of the nursery grant, which funds the provision for
access to the EYFS.

Contributions to Puzzle Centre Costs


Puzzle Centre is proud to be a charity and it is our policy never to turn away any child who
would benefit from our services, for whom we can find a place.



Our fundraising activities are our primary source of income: we need about £450,000 per
year to keep Puzzle Centre doors open.
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Income is received from Local Authorities (LAs) when an Education and Health Care Plan
(EHCP) has been agreed for a child and grant money made available. However, this still
leaves a significant funding gap that we are asking parents to help bridge.



It costs Puzzle Centre around £150 per session for a child to attend the Specialist Nursery
and receive the help we offer.



Therefore, from 1st September 2018, parents of children at the Specialist Nursery will be
asked to contribute to Puzzle Centre’s costs as follows:
 2 sessions per week (minimum requirement)
 3 sessions per week
 4 or more sessions per week

£50 per week (£25 per session)
£70 per week
(discounted third session £20)
price on application



Contributions are payable in advance on the 1 st of each month by Direct Debit, based on
a minimum of 3 months.



Any family that would face difficulties in meeting these contributions, and which has
household income of less than £25k pa, may qualify for financial assistance from the
Puzzle Centre Trust. Please ask for further details.



Puzzle Centre retains the small Universal Early Years Grant of around £10 per session,
which almost all children receive. Some children are eligible for a Higher Needs SEN
grant from their Local Authority, of a further £10-15 per session, which Puzzle Centre also
retains.



LA funding may be available for children through Higher Needs Funding (HNF) or the
equivalent, or an EHCP. Most children who attend Puzzle Centre eventually obtain some
level of LA funding for a portion of the cost of their place at Puzzle Centre, either through
their EHCP or HNF.



If a child is in receipt of an EHCP with Puzzle Centre Trust named in Section I and once
our agreed rate of fees for LA’s is paid by the LA, parents are entitled to a 50% discount
on their contributions (£12.50 per session) for up to 6 sessions (15 hours) from the date
the agreed payment is received by Puzzle Centre from the LA.



Prior to admission to the Specialist Nursery, parents are asked to attend a pre-admission
meeting with a senior member of Puzzle Centre staff. Questions about how Puzzle Centre
is funded and what parents can do to help fundraise are welcomed.

A £50 non-refundable Registration Fee is payable prior to the pre-admission meeting, to
cover administration costs
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What Puzzle does
Puzzle Centre provides early intensive intervention for very young children (aged 2-5 years)
with autism spectrum disorders and similar communication needs.
The Nursery sessions are run every morning and on three afternoons per week, children who
attend that morning session may stay for lunch and attend the afternoon session. One
further ‘stand alone’ afternoon sessions is also available on a Thursday afternoon. In addition
Puzzle Centre provides an outreach assessment and support service (fee based). Please
ask for further details.
Every child is allocated a speech and language therapist and specialist teacher. There is a
speech and language therapist or occupational therapist and specialist teacher at every
morning session and at the ‘stand alone’ afternoon session. Each child receives one to one
adult support and teaching throughout the sessions. Every child has their sensory and motor
needs assessed by one of our paediatric occupational therapists.
The specialist teacher plans the nursery curriculum and each child’s individual plans together
with the speech and language therapists, the nursery coordinator and the occupational
therapist.
In addition to the nursery sessions, Puzzle provides training workshops and outreach support
and guidance to both parents and professionals.
The National Autism Plan (2003)* states that educational programmes that have tended to
be most effective for young children with autism are those that:








Build on a child’s interest
Offer a predictable schedule
Develop joint attention, communication and social understanding
Teach tasks as a series of simple steps
Reinforce appropriate behaviours
Make use of visual strategies to help understanding
Involve parents

The Puzzle Centre uses all of the above strategies to help children to learn. The report also
states that targeted interventions should begin as early as possible. Puzzle is committed to
providing the earliest possible specialist intervention for children with social and
communication difficulties.
At the same time, Puzzle is committed to enabling children with autism spectrum disorders
and other communication difficulties to access all aspects of the Early Years Foundation
Stage Curriculum.
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The sessions at Puzzle nursery are planned and designed with the specific needs of very
young children with autism and similar difficulties in mind. Puzzle uses the SCERTS
educational model and practice principles (www.scerts.com). The following specialist
approaches are used consistently at each session:


Visual structure – each child uses a visual time table and visual schedules for
structured activities which enables them to understand what is happening now, when it
has finished and what will happen next. This helps to reduce the anxiety which
children with autism can feel in a less structured environment where there may be an
overwhelming array of choices and options. In our experience, many children who
attend a mainstream nursery setting can become confused and anxious by a vast
array of different activities and options to choose from at any one time as well as a
visually cluttered, busy environment. Other visual supports we use for example,
comment boards, key fobs, play scripts, turn taking wheels, all help children predict
how to engage, what their role is and predict what to say or do.



Low arousal environment – the lay out and organisation of the physical spaces and
rooms at Puzzle is presented in a way in which children will not be overtly distracted
by visual, auditory or sensory stimuli. Activities and toys are set out in a visually clear
and organised way to help to facilitate children’s attention and learning. Walls are kept
clutter free and adult – talk is kept to a minimum. This is often the opposite of the
environment experienced in busy mainstream settings.



Routine – there is a clear and consistent routine which is reinforced by the visual
structure and repetitive use of simple language and activities.



Teaching tasks in simple steps – each child has a detailed SEN Support Plan and
Educational Planning Grid (EPG) which are written by the specialist teacher and the
speech and language therapist in conjunction with the parent(s). An occupational
therapist also has input when appropriate. At every session, each child has a ‘work’
time which involves careful one to one teaching of tasks which are specially planned
by the speech and language therapist or the specialist teacher, using the child’s IEP
targets and breaking each target down further, so that the child can learn skills which
lead towards achieving that target, usually by the end of one term.



Small group work – Puzzle is organised to help young children with autism and
similar communication difficulties learn to interact and communicate with both adults
and other children. No more than 8 children attend at any one time. This helps children
to become familiar with each other and to join and attend to our group circle and story
times. Each group time is planned and led by our speech and language therapists or
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our specialist teacher and focuses on developing children’s joint attention,
communication and social understanding. In addition, children are taught specific
attention, communication, interaction and play skills in a planned and deliberate way in
both small groups and one to one directed teaching times.


Picture Exchange Communication System – many children at Puzzle are taught to
use this system of communicating their needs and staff are highly trained and
experienced in the delivery of this programme.



Using clear, simple language with signing of key words and the use of a core
vocabulary to match curriculum activities – the speech and language therapists
and specialist teacher together agree on a core vocabulary of key words that are
focused upon each few weeks. In addition, all adult spoken language is kept to an
appropriate level of complexity with the use of signs, symbols and other visual aids to
assist the child’s understanding of spoken words.



Using a child’s interests – each child’s needs are assessed in detail when they first
start at Puzzle and an approach which builds on the child’s interests in order to teach
play, communication and social skills as well as teaching emotional regulation are
used. When teaching how to regulate emotions for example, we model behaviour, use
emotion key fobs, and develop strategies of support individual to each child. Both
behaviourist and more interactive approaches are used at Puzzle. We aim to
incorporate best practice from the fields of special education and knowledge of the
unique needs of children on the autism spectrum.



Sensory needs – many children on the autism spectrum have additional sensory
sensitivities or difficulties. Our occupational therapist helps to design a programme
which addresses these difficulties for individual children. In addition, our afternoon
sessions have a specific group time which is a movement and relaxation session.



Expertise – the specialist teachers and speech and language therapists at Puzzle
have particular qualifications, experience and skills in meeting the needs of children
with autism and other communication difficulties. All other staff under take both in
house and outside training in autism and early years.



Training and support for parents – Puzzle delivers about 8 training workshops per
year for parents covering a variety of areas of relevance to children with
communication difficulties/autism – for example: Visual Structure, Play and Language,
Understanding Behaviour, Sensory Difficulties, PECS. In addition, each family
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receives home visits and regular parental consultations and support with their child’s
entitlement to special educational provision.



Training for professionals – courses or workshops for outside organisations or
agencies and support for children who attend a mainstream setting in addition to
Puzzle.
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Staff
Puzzle Centre adopts a team approach to working with the children who attend the
sessions in the nursery – the expertise of the teacher and therapists is used to ensure
that each child receives an appropriate input of language and a tailor made programme
of teaching and therapy during the entire session. All staff work with children on a one to
one basis as well as within group sessions led by the teacher or therapists. Learning
assistants receive regular training and guidance on teaching methods and approaches.

CEO and Founder
Alex Stanyer B.Ed, MA (Infant Spec.Ed), Dip.
Speech and Language Difficulties
Alex has over 30 years experience of working with children with a range of developmental
and learning difficulties. After completing an initial degree specialising in teaching children
with learning difficulties, including autism, she went on to take a Master’s degree, at George
Washington University, Washington DC, in the education and early intervention of very young
children (birth – 3 years) with a range of developmental difficulties.
She has taught children with autistic spectrum disorders, learning and language difficulties of
all ages – in mainstream and special schools and nurseries as well as their own homes. Her
main focus of work has been with pre-school children and she has developed a particular
interest and expertise in teaching young children with autism. She set up Puzzle Preschool
(now the Puzzle Centre) in September 2001. She co-wrote an article on small group
intervention for young children with autism spectrum disorders which was published in the
journal ‘Good Autism Practice’ in a special supplement on early intervention in 2002. She
presented a paper on the later stages of the Picture Exchange Communication System
(PECS) at their international congress in 2005. Since 2010 she has attended extensive
training and coaching in the SCERTS educational model and has been instrumental in
facilitating the Puzzle Centre team adopting and using this evidenced based educational
model for working with children with autism and related difficulties with communication and
interaction.
Alex was one of the original group of volunteers who trained as an Advisor for the National
Autistic Society’s Education Advice Line and continues to present a range of training courses
and at conferences for parents and practitioners about early years education and autism. She
is a member of the International Society for Early Intervention and sits on the Expert
Reference Group for the Autism Education Trust (AET). She is one of several consultants
who developed a national set of standards, competencies and training materials for early
years autism on behalf of the AET.
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Head of Centre / Specialist Teacher (Maternity leave from May 2018)
Kathryn Bowers B.Sc (Hons);
Kathryn joined Puzzle in January 2012 after working with children on the Autism Spectrum for
the previous seven years across different settings. Whilst completing her degree in Psychology
at Bath University and in the following two years, she worked as an ABA (Applied Behaviour
Analyst) tutor working with a number of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in their homes
and schools/nurseries.
Kathryn qualified as a teacher from the University of Sussex in 2007 and taught in a
mainstream primary school for two years including children with ASD. As her passion was for
teaching children on the Autism Spectrum, she moved to Buckinghamshire in 2009 to set up
and run a new provision for children with Autism Spectrum Disorders within a mainstream
primary school. She also worked as the school's SENCo.
Kathryn has attended a wide range of workshops, courses and conferences related to special
needs and autism, including a 3 day SCERTS course, the 3 day TEACCH workshop, a 2 day
Makaton Course, and 2 day Picture Exchange Communication system training course. She is
committed to developing her knowledge and expertise of working with children with Autistic
Spectrum Disorders and wishes to undertake a Masters degree in autism in the future.

Specialist Teacher (Acting Head of Centre)
Ella Millerchip B.Ed (Hons), PGCE (Special Educational Needs Coordinator
Award), N.N.E.B
Ella has over 20 years’ experience working in early years settings. She worked in
Mainstream settings as an Early Years teacher from 1995 until 2001 when leaving work to
start as a family.
Ella joined Puzzle in 2009 and works 4 days a week, in her current role as Acting Head of
Centre. Previously she has split her time working both in our nursery and on our outreach
team she recently completed her Post Graduate Certificate of Education for Special
Educational Needs.
Ella has taken part in the 3 day SCERTS training led by one of the creators of SCERTS,
Emily Rubin. In conjunction with the Puzzle team Ella has also worked closely with Emily
Rubin in implementing the SCERTS into the nursery environment.
Ella has completed the ‘Open University’ Course, attended the 2 day Picture Exchange
Communication System training course and the NAS One day SPELL course.
Ella has a sound knowledge of the Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum and how the
curriculum can be used alongside the SCERTS framework.
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Ella has undertaken Sleep Practitioner Training with The Children’s Sleep Charity

Specialist Teacher (Maternity Cover)
Claire Keenan B.A Hons PGCE
Claire has been teaching in mainstream schools since 1992, covering a variety of subjects
and Key stages. During her first post she worked in a school with a moderate learning
difficulties department. It was here that she first developed a passion for working with
children who have additional needs.
This was further developed when she had her own children and her son attended Puzzle.
Since then, Claire’s passion for Early Intervention has lead her to developing both her
personal and professional knowledge. She has attended various Puzzle courses, including
visuals, sensory, SCERTS and the National Conference. She has also undertaken courses
for teachers and parents of children on the autism spectrum, Early Birds and AET.
Claire is delighted to be joining the Puzzle Centre for Kathryn’s maternity leave as she has
just completed a level 4 City & Guilds course about working with parents of children with
complex needs. This led to her delivering a parent training programme called Breaking down
Barriers, specifically for children with autism and ADHD, which stands her in good stead for
working at Puzzle.

Specialist Speech and Language Therapist
Becky Ralphs, BSc (Hons), RCSLT, PGCert. Autism (children)
Becky qualified from Leeds Metropolitan University in 1992. Since then, she has worked
with children in a variety of settings including community clinics, mainstream schools and a
special school where there was a unit for children with autistic spectrum disorders. Becky is
a member of the National Autistic Society. Becky has completed the Hanen course and has
also attended the Picture Exchange Communication System training Course. In 2010 Becky
completed a postgraduate certificate in Autism (children) at the University of Birmingham.
She attended a 3 day course on implementing the SCERTS programme at the Autism
Centre for Education and Research at Birmingham University in September 2010. Becky
started to work in Puzzle Centre in April 2004. She works as part of the Puzzle Assessment
and Support (PASS) team.

Specialist Speech and Language Therapist
Diana Hilton-Jones, LCST Dip. Speech and Language Pathology
Diana qualified in 1979 at Birmingham Polytechnic (now University of Central England). She
specialised in working with children with specific speech and language disorders two years
post-qualification.
She has worked in a variety of settings - clinics, special schools, mainstream schools and
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language units- with a range of client groups many of whom have had social communication
difficulties. Diana has completed the Hanen course and the Picture Exchange
Communication System course. She attended a 3 day course on implementing the
SCERTS programme at the Autism Centre for Education and Research at Birmingham
University in September 2010. She started at Puzzle in September 2005. She works as
part of the PASS team.

Specialist Speech and Language Therapist
Urszula Coghlan, M.A. RCSLT
Urszula qualified in Speech & Language Therapy from City University in 1998, and has
worked in a variety of settings, including community clinics, special schools and a
rehabilitation unit for children with acquired brain injury. She has specialist experience as a
SLT for adults with learning disabilities, assessing and supporting clients with communication
and eating and drinking difficulties and providing training to carers. She has completed the 2
day Picture Exchange Communication course. Urszula originally trained as a Montessori
teacher, and, prior to changing career to Speech & Language Therapy, worked for several
years in a Montessori nursery and at the Hornsey Centre for children with cerebral palsy.

Paediatric Occupational Therapist
Julie Smith, BSc(Hons) OT, SROT
Julie joined Puzzle in 2014 and brings 13 years of experience of working with children, and
prior to joining Puzzle worked at the PACE Centre working with children with sensory motor
disorders. She works for Puzzle on a part time flexible basis, visiting the Centre at twice a
week to meet the needs of all the children who attend Puzzle Centre.

Nursery Coordinator (Job-share)
The Nursery Co-ordinators work very closely with the Head of Centre, Specialist Teacher
and the Speech and Language and Occupational Therapist to meet the needs of all the
children who attend the nursery.

Nursery Co-Ordinator
Stephanie Scrase
Stephanie joined Puzzle in September 2006 originally as a volunteer, then from January
2007 worked as a Learning Assistant. Prior to joining Puzzle, Stephanie had experience of
teaching music in a variety of schools, as well as having studied Musicology at Lille
University.
She has continued her professional development by completing the NVQ Level 3 in
Childcare and Education. She has undergone a range of training courses in her 3 years of
working at the Centre, including PECS, SCERTS, Autism and Play, Introduction to Social
Stories, and Safeguarding Children.
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Nursery Co-Ordinator
Sally Doyle Bsc. (Hons)
Sally began working at Puzzle in 2007 after her own youngest child started school. She has a
degree in Agricultural and Food Marketing from Newcastle University and worked as an
agricultural analyst in Milton Keynes for 10 years before starting her own family. She began
working with children by volunteering in her local primary school. Sally became Nursery Coordinator at Puzzle, alongside Stephanie Scrase, in May 2011.
Sally has a Diploma in pre-school practice and has attended a variety of training courses,
including the 2 day Picture Exchange Communication System course and the SCERTS
model.

Special Learning Assistants
Annette Hooper, Sarah Boyce, Melanie Johnston, Sarah Long, Jenny Hammond, Jo
Mannall, Louise O’Connor-Boyd, Fanny Stanley, Sara Cooper, and Ajjima Goss. All
learning assistants attend twice termly training sessions and receive direct guidance and
supervision from the teacher and therapists. They attend a range of external courses on
childcare, early education and autism – specific educational approaches, including specific
training on SCERTS.
Each Special Learning Assistant holds specific responsibility for a small number of children
who they keep a detailed online record, about their experiences at Puzzle in a ‘Learning
Journal’ which is shared with parents.
Puzzle also has a number of volunteers and work experience students at the Centre
working with the children.

Administration Manager
Mandy Lawer BSc.
Mandy works part time and is specifically responsible for all the administrative activity for the
Centre, including general office management, specific work involving the charity
administration, fundraising admin and support needed for the Nursery. She works closely
with the Principal and Head of Centre, regarding their administrative needs. Mandy has a
degree in Psychology, and prior to having a career break for her family Mandy was a Human
Resources Manager in the Financial Services Sector. She brings over 10 years’ experience
of HR and Training to the organisation.

Administrator
Hayley Sheppard
Hayley joined the Puzzle Team in April 2016 to give additional Administrative support to the
Nursery. She has been a part of the Puzzle Family previously when her daughter attended
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the Nursery. She brings a wealth of admin experience, and assists Mandy ensuring that all
the administrative needs of the team are met. She is also working closely with some of the
team on the social media activity of Puzzle Centre.

Finance Manager
Coral Tolley-Fletcher, BA (Hons) FCCA
Coral works part-time and is responsible for the day to day financial management of the
Charitable Trust. Coral qualified as an accountant in 2002 and subsequently specialised in
charity audits. She has attended various courses with the Association of Charity Independent
Examiners and now acts as an Independent Examiner for smaller charities.
Coral has two primary school aged children who keep her very busy when not at work and
she is also a governor at their school.

Fundraising Manager
Anna Saunders BA (Hons) DipM
Anna joined Puzzle Centre in October 2015 and is responsible for increasing and diversifying
the charity’s voluntary income. Anna has more than 15 years’ experience in fundraising;
having previously worked for a range of charities in the health, disability and education
sectors. She has also volunteered with many organisations in the UK, Africa and South
America. At Puzzle Centre, Anna is looking forward to working with the many organisations
and individuals who enable the charity to achieve so much. She is keen to hear all your
fundraising ideas, so please do get in touch.

Community Fundraising Officer
Clare Samways
Clare joined Puzzle Centre in April 2017 as Fundraising Officer, responsible for organising
community fundraising events and engaging with our fundraisers and volunteers. Clare has
more than 20 years’ experience in the corporate sector within sales, marketing and PR
functions. In addition to her work at Puzzle Centre, Clare voluntarily runs a
Buckinghamshire-based autism support group: GRASPS Buckinghamshire, founded in 2013
and is currently studying part-time towards a BA (Hons) degree in Social Science with the
Open University. Clare has also volunteered for, and is a member of, the National Autistic
Society. Clare is passionate about raising vital funds to continue the great work of Puzzle
Centre, so please do get in touch with your fundraising ideas and suggestions, as she would
love to hear from you! claresamways@puzzlecentre.org.uk.
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Speech and language therapy
The Speech and Language Therapists are involved in working directly with the children as well
as planning, recording and report writing.
The maximum number of children on roll at Puzzle is usually around 20. Each child has a
speech and language therapist overseeing their programme at Puzzle. In addition the therapists
are involved in the following ways with the direct ‘hands on’ work of the nursery:


Being part of the staff team for the whole of the sessions on Monday to Friday mornings
and Monday and Thursday afternoons – 2.15 hours.



Planning and leading at least four small group times (no more than 8 children) during
these sessions each week – these last between 10 and 20 minutes.



Working individually with one or two children at each session – for between 15 minutes
to 2 hours.



Liaising at each session with the specialist teacher, the nursery coordinator and the
learning assistants.



Communicating directly with one or two parents at every session – for 10 – 15 minutes.



Observing and recording individual children’s language and communication development
at every session.

During their ‘non-contact’ planning time the therapist will:
Every week:


Plan the detailed individual activities for at least 10 children per week.



Record specific progress on all children in relation to their speech, language and
communication targets.

Approximately 6 – 10 times per year:


Write reports for review of Education Health and Care Plan meetings or as advice for the
LA as part of statutory assessment.
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Every term:


Liaise with and advise the specialist teacher and the nursery coordinator at Puzzle with
regard to differentiating the foundation stage curriculum to enable children’s
understanding and use of language and development of communication skills.

Four or five times a year:


Provide training for staff and parents and other practitioners

Every child at Puzzle will receive a MINIMUM of the equivalent of one hour of speech and
language therapy time per week. A therapist will see each child every week and will work
directly with each child at least once per fortnight – sometimes this is for the entire 2
hours of session and sometimes for approximately 20 minutes at ‘work time’.
Speech and Language therapy at Puzzle is an integral part of the entire educational provision
and all staff follow both a nursery curriculum for all the children at Puzzle and individual
educational plans for each child which have been jointly planned, recorded and reviewed by the
specialist teacher and the speech and language therapist. Children at Puzzle, therefore, will be
receiving their individual communication/language programme at every session whether
delivered by the SALT or by the teacher or one of the learning assistants. They will also be
receiving a highly specialised and differentiated ‘communication enabling’ curriculum which has
been planned and delivered jointly by the staff team which includes the speech and language
therapist.
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Occupational Therapy


The Puzzle Centre employs an occupational therapist. A therapist will be at the Centre
every week working directly with the children at some sessions. In addition the
occupational therapist spend time writing programmes, reports and having discussions
with the Head of Centre and Specialist Teacher about each child’s needs.



The maximum number of children on roll at Puzzle is usually around 20. Each child has
an occupational therapist assessing their sensory, motor and independence skills and
difficulties. Following this assessment, and in conjunction with any reports from other
occupational therapists that the child may have seen, a specific programme and
recommendations will be written to address the child’s needs, if that is needed.



The occupational therapist at Puzzle provides advice, guidance and recommendations to
staff and to parents about how to implement a programme which addresses the child’s
sensory, motor and self-help skills.



Occupational therapy input is an integral part of the specialist provision at Puzzle. The
guidance and advice from the OTs informs both individual educational plans and targets
for children as well as curriculum planning and group movement/massage sessions.
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Curriculum
Children with autism or other communication difficulties need to have aspects of the
curriculum presented to them in a way that takes account of their unique learning styles. This
means, especially in the early years, that methods and approaches which may be
appropriate for typically developing children will not necessarily help children with autism to
access learning opportunities in the same way.
Curriculum plans at the Puzzle Centre reflect a balance between the unique needs of each
individual child and the broad and balanced requirements of the Early Years Foundation
Stage (EYFS) curriculum.
Puzzle provides a specialist environment with educational/therapeutic approaches which are
‘autism specific’. It is staffed by professionals with specific expertise in this field and is
developing its reputation as a centre of excellence and resource base with regard to early
intervention for children with autism/communication difficulties.
Children may attend a minimum of two, and a maximum of six, sessions per week. Each
family receives a home visit or consultation approximately every 6 months in addition to a
meeting each term to review their child’s individual education plan.
Children may stay for lunch and an afternoon session on one day a week. The afternoon
curriculum includes a specific music and movement session, a sensory/relaxation session
and a cooking/gardening session.
Three main teaching rooms are used – the main classroom, the messy play room and the
specially designed soft play/sensory room. The garden has a sensory area, a soft tarmac
area and a large trampoline and outdoor toys and games. There is also a parent’s area with
books and other resources which parents and staff can borrow.
Puzzle has developed a large number of specialist resources and materials which enhance
our ability to teach and deliver the foundation stage curriculum, adapted and differentiated to
meet the particular needs of very young children with significant communication and
interaction difficulties.
The environment at Puzzle Centre is organised to promote learning for young children who
have complex communication difficulties by controlling the overall level of stimulation,
adopting a communication based curriculum, pacing activities to teach attention and group
learning skills and using each child’s particular interests to extend and develop their learning.
Well established practice in the field of autism, communication and learning difficulties,
special education and early childhood education is used to help each child to develop.
We use a range of educational approaches, including the SCERTS educational programme
(www.scerts.org), an evidence based practice to address the very particular needs of
children with social communication and autism spectrum disorders.
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The National Autism Plan states that targeted interventions should begin as early as
possible. Puzzle is committed to providing the earliest possible specialist intervention for
children with social and communication difficulties.
At the same time, Puzzle Centre enables children with autism spectrum disorders and other
communication difficulties to access all aspects of the Early Years Foundation Stage. It is the
unique interplay between enabling children to access experiences and learning that all
children should have whilst, alongside this, catering for their different and particular needs
and learning styles, by using specialist methods and approaches, that distinguishes the
curriculum and teaching approaches used at Puzzle from most other Early Years settings.
Puzzle supports children in becoming effective learners through its emphasis on the
characteristics of effective learning, enabling children to engage with others and their
environment through playing and exploring, active learning and creating and thinking
critically.
The full range of curriculum areas appropriate for an early years setting will be offered. This
means that we offer a curriculum which incorporates the Foundation Stage of the National
Curriculum, with a particular emphasis in the 3 prime areas as well as the 4 specific areas.
The 3 prime areas are:
 Communication and Language
 Personal Social and Emotional Development
 Physical Development

The 4 specific areas are:
 Literacy
 Mathematics
 Understanding the world
 Expressive arts and design
Alongside the seven areas of the Foundation Stage are four guiding themes which we
incorporate into our curriculum planning to ensure that we address all of your child’s needs.
These are:





A unique child
Positive relationships
An enabling environment
Learning and Development.

Curriculum plans at Puzzle reflects a balance between the unique needs of each individual
child and the broad and balanced requirements of the Foundation curriculum.
An environment that promotes learning for young children who have complex communication
difficulties will be created by controlling the overall level of stimulation, adopting a
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communication based curriculum, pacing activities to teach attention and group learning skills
and working from the child’s interests.
Well established practice in the field of autism, communication and learning difficulties, special
education and early childhood education is used to help each child to develop. Within the
SCERTS framework Puzzle Centre incorporates:







The TEACCH approach
The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)
The National Autistic Society SPELL approach
The Hanen approach
Intensive Interaction
Behaviourist techniques.

Underpinning all approaches used at The Puzzle Centre is the belief that a thorough knowledge
of early child development, and the impact that communication difficulties and autistic spectrum
disorders has on this development, provides the framework from which to begin to understand
the learning needs of each child.
Much is being researched and learnt about ways to optimise learning for children with
communication difficulties. Puzzle Centre is committed to keeping abreast with the latest
developments and training in this field.
A library of relevant books and articles about the curriculum and specialist approaches is made
available for parents and staff to use. We ask that you sign for these in our library book when
you borrow them.
There are half termly, weekly/fortnightly and daily curriculum plans as well as an overview of a
year’s scheme of work. These will all be made available for parents to view. Staff will all be
involved in the curriculum and EPG planning and record keeping. (See Assessment and
Record Keeping policy).
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A typical day in the nursery
Children may attend morning sessions from 9.45 until 12.15 (with parents returning at 12 to
speak to staff) or afternoon sessions on a Thursday from 1.15 until 3.45 (with parents
returning at 3.30 to speak to staff). In addition some children may stay on for a packed lunch
and the afternoon on either a Monday, Tuesday or a Wednesday – until 2.45 (parents
returning at 2.30).
During each session children will receive one to one teaching/therapy under the direction of
the Specialist Teacher, and/or the Speech and Language Therapist. In addition, either the
Speech and Language Therapist, Occupational Therapist or the Teacher will lead the small
group sessions. Learning Assistants are trained to work one to one with children in both
structured activities using behaviourist principles and more interactive/naturalistic play
sessions.
The full range of curriculum areas appropriate for an early years setting will be offered. An
environment that promotes learning for this particular group of children will be created by
controlling the overall level of stimulation, adopting a communication-based curriculum,
pacing activities to teach attention and group learning skills and working from the child’s
interests.
9.45am. (or 1.15pm.)
 Arrival - saying ‘hello’ to adult who will be greeting child and parent. Hanging up coat on own
peg. Adult ensures visual timetable is used from start of session. Use of PECS and other
means of communication are actively planned for and adult language is pitched to match the
level of understanding for each child.
 Choosing Time - choice of play activity covering the EYFS curriculum including –

construction play, small representational, home corner, puzzles, threading, shape number or
colour activities, in main teaching room. Child may also choose to go outside to play (in the
garden, covering the EYFS curriculum, mirroring the activities available inside, but also
including large trampoline, climbing equipment, bikes and scooters), or in our soft tarmac
play area. Activities are linked to language theme for the week/half term. Each child has one
to one support from an adult.
Children follow their visual time tables to do the following activities (but may be in a different
order) in groups


Circle Time – led by specialist teacher or speech and language therapist - shared attention,
listening and language skills as well as social interaction skills in a small group. The
language/curriculum theme for the week will be explored using songs and simple
activities/tasks for the whole group to participate in.
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Drink and Snack Time - lots of communication and social skills to learn, and Toilet and
Washing Hands Time



Physical Play Activity -in Soft Play Room



Play and Communication Activities - in messy playroom– one structured adult-led activity
using our core vocabulary and then choice from no more than 3 activities on offer which will
include such things as: painting, cutting and sticking, play dough, water, sand.



Work Activity - pre-planned individual activities, breaking each child’s individual Education
Plan targets into small steps (planned by Specialist Teacher and Speech and Language
Therapist). Where developmentally appropriate these are usually table top activities - each
child is taught by a member of the staff team, one to one, who will then write up the child’s
responses to the tasks.
Story –led by specialist teacher or speech and language therapist - short, simple story or
interactive story with visual aids to help understanding. Goodbye Song/choosing a song
Parents return and spend time talking to Puzzle staff about the morning’s activities. A
home/school book will go between home and Puzzle and, in addition, parents are welcome to
‘phone to speak with any member of staff at the centre.
When children stay for lunch followed by an afternoon session they will experience a music
session and a movement/relaxation session and may also do a cookery or gardening
activity.
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Arrival/Departure
Settling in and arrival/departure procedures
We want children to feel safe and happy in the absence of their parents, to recognise other
adults as a source of help, friendship and authority and to be able to share, in whatever way
they can, with parents the new learning experiences they have enjoyed at Puzzle Centre.
Puzzle aims to provide a secure and caring environment that supports the children’s needs
for a broad and balanced curriculum but within a low arousal environment. Through our
planning of the Foundation Stage we aim to meet all individual children’s needs aided by our
attention to differentiation which is informed through daily observations and on-going
assessments. Each child has 1: 1 support and is allocated a special learning assistant with
whom they can build up a trusting relationship. However, at Puzzle the Key Person for every
child is the Head of Centre:
At Puzzle we work in close partnerships with parents and other settings and endeavour to
build positive relationships.
Securing a place at Puzzle:
 Once an enquiry by parents has been initiated, they will be invited into the Nursery
with their child to observe a session.
 If this results in an application for a place, an initial home visit will be made by a
senior member of the Puzzle team; where discussions with the family and initial
assessments of the child are carried out to see if Puzzle can meet the needs of
the child.
 Children who are waiting for a place in our specialist nursery may be interested in
our Puzzle Assessment and Support Service (PASS)
 When a place is offered to a child, the family are given an admissions pack to
complete which includes: permission slips, contact details, child preferences
relating to food and motivational items. An information and welcome pack will also
be given detailing the Nursery day and giving information relating to arrivals and
departures, home school links, complaints and comments as well as our rationale
on assessment and record keeping.
 Parents have the option of a further visit with their child to the Nursery before
he/she starts.
 In order to prepare children for their transition to Puzzle, parents are given a photo
booklet of Puzzle which shows pictures of all the activities a child will experience
at Puzzle. They are encouraged to look at this with their child to help provide a
familiar visual link in preparation for their start.
 We have Puzzle Centre T-shirts, jumpers and book bags available for parents to
purchase. These can provide a reinforcing, visual cue to the child about where
they are going to help prepare them for their stay.
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Procedures:
 All children are encouraged to come for an initial one hour taster session and the
duration of subsequent sessions will then be discussed and agreed between
parents and Puzzle
 Parents are encouraged to say goodbye to their child and then to leave the child
with the allocated Puzzle member of staff who will help the child transition into the
nursery classroom. Parents are welcome to remain on site and to make use of the
parents’ area, have a drink, read books from the library and return at the agreed
time to collect their child. Parents may continue to use this area whilst their child is
at Puzzle. Many parents have found that this provides them with an opportunity to
meet together with parents.
 Information provided by the parents about the child’s interests and motivators is
used to settle the child into Nursery. Parents may also wish to bring in a familiar
comforter for their child.
 Parents may also wish to create a ‘treasure box’ which consists of a range of
favourite items and photographs of home and family members kept in a special
box. Staff can then share this box with the child during Choose Time or if they
need to be comforted. Puzzle staff will discuss this option with parents, when
necessary.
 At the end of every session there are 15 minutes dedicated ‘talk time’ for parents
and staff to exchange information in addition to a written record of the session
through our home / nursery book. This is a shared booklet and parents are also
encouraged to keep us informed about their child, how they are and what they
have been doing at home.
 The first few weeks will be a period of observation where the child will work 1:1
with their special learning assistant in order to establish a trusting relationship and
sense of security.
During this initial settling in period children are assessed on a range of formal and
informal activities and an initial assessment summary report is written and discussed
with the parents. Parents are also invited to meet with their child’s planner to create an
SEN Support Plan and Educational Planning Grid (EPG). Each of these are individual
to the child’s needs as identified in their initial assessments and includes specific
targets to be focused on that term.
As part of the settling in period we will work with you to provide as much consistency
in routines as possible. We are happy to support parents in setting up home
timetables and in organising visual support aids. Parents can purchase pre made
Visual Timetables , cue cards and a CD of a wide range of symbols that are used in
Nursery (designed by a former parent of Puzzle) . There is also an option to purchase
other visual supports such as verb key fobs, emotion key fobs and other items. (More
information about these is available in the Puzzle Office).
Parents are regularly kept updated through the production of a half termly newsletter,
termly progress reviews as well as home visits/consultation with positive links
developed with any dual placement nursery.
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On arrival parents should:






bring their child into the hallway where a member of staff will welcome their child,
parents can then give this member of staff any particular messages and hand over
their home/school notebook, and any personal belongings. The parent can then say
goodbye to their child and go! If the parent wishes to walk into the teaching room with
their child and help him/her with their visual timetable and then leave, this is fine - but
it is important not to linger too long at this stage because it can be confusing for your
child. There is time to talk to staff at the end of the session. If you wish to talk to the
teacher she may be able to see you in the hallway. If parents wish to stay and use the
parents area, they are encouraged to wait until their child has gone into the Nursery
before moving through the nursery to the parents area to avoid the child becoming
distressed and confused by seeing their parents.
it is important to try to arrive between 9.45 and 10am so that the session can
commence without interruptions which Puzzle children, in particular, can find very hard
to handle.
staff will talk through with parents a strategy to help with difficulties over separation.

At the end of the session parents should:




wait for a member of staff to invite them in to collect their child and talk to the staff
about the session.
the staff will give the parent their home/school book and any other belongings.
only known adults may collect children, if someone other than the parent(s) is to
collect their child the staff must be told in advance and written permission given to the
Head of Centre. Puzzle operates a procedure of a password for situations such as
these.

For safety reasons the main door will be kept shut and locked except when parents are
arriving and leaving. We will avoid talking with the door open at any time. If parents wish to
talk to a member of staff after a session they should do so in the nursery.
If a child is not collected
Parents have 15 minutes from the end of the session- talking time. If a parent/carer hasn’t
arrived during this time they will be contacted by telephone. At least two adults will remain
with the child whilst they are waiting to be collected.
If staff are unable to contact the parent/carer who is collecting the children, emergency
contacts will be sought.
When a child has not been collected after the session has ended and staff have been unable
to contact all the emergency contacts and no contact has been made with the parents/carers
social services will be contacted.
Illnesses and absences:
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Children should only attend nursery if they are well. A definition of a well-child is one
not reliant upon Calpol and is presenting behaviour ‘typical’ for them; if your child is
unwell; they need to stay at home. If your child has had a bout of sickness and/or
diarrhoea you need to keep them at home for 48 hours after it has cleared up.
Similarly if your child has a cough or green runny nose they need to stay at home to
recover and to prevent the infection being passed to other children and staff. Children
in this age bracket have not yet built up a resilient system and are often ill. We ask you
keep us informed of all absences and we look forward to seeing your child when they
are well. When you drop your child off at the beginning of each session the staff will
have a quick chat with you to ensure all is well with your child, please inform the staff
of any existing bumps and bruises or concerns.
Absences: if you know in advance that your child will not be able to attend Nursery
e.g. because of a hospital appointment, let us know. If your child is unable to attend
on the day due to illness please phone the Nursery and inform us. Staff arrive at
8.30a.m. – before that you can leave a message on the answering machine.
Prior to admission all parents are requested to provide information about any known
medical conditions or allergies. They are also informed to keep us updated of any
changes. Health care plans and training in the delivery of medication will be sought as
necessary. Information regarding children’s medical conditions and allergies are
recorded on the child’s personal pupil profile so that all staff are aware. In addition to
this, allergies and dietary requirements are also recorded on each child’s snack mat.
It is our policy that if a child has been prescribed medication by their GP for a medical
condition or allergy (but not illness) we will administer the medicine upon parents
request. Parents will need to ensure they have signed the appropriate consent form,
then send in the prescribed medication with instructions. Please send medication in
the original packaging and label. Use clear labelling – to include child’s name, dosage
and time along with instructions as to how the medicine needs to be stored: kept in the
fridge or not and ensure that the medication has not exceeded it’s ex[piry date. We
have a locked, lidded box that we will store the medication in.
Medicines that need to be kept at room temperature, similarly need to be clearly
labelled and will be stored in a high cupboard out of the reach of children.
We have a medication recording book, staff administering the medicine. We will fill out
the book, then ask another member of staff to witness the dosage and giving of the
medicine. Parents will be shown this record and asked to sign after each dose is
administered.

Children learn best when they feel secure and anxiety levels are low. Our settling in
procedures aim to help parents and children feel comfortable in the nursery, and help to
ensure that each child has the opportunity to benefit from their time at Nursery, confident in
the knowledge that we have their best interest at heart.
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Things your child will need
at the nursery
There are a few items it may be useful to send with your child to Puzzle
When starting:
 Parents may wish to bring in a familiar comforter for their child, and are encouraged to create
a ‘treasure box’ which consists of a range of favourite items and photographs of home and
family members, kept in a special box. Staff can then share this box with the child during
Choose Time or if they need to be comforted. Please speak to Nursery staff for further
information and ideas for ‘Treasure boxes’.
Your child will always need;
 A change of clothing
 An additional pair of Wellies or outdoor shoes
 Nappies/ pull ups and wipes (if required)
Please make sure all items of clothing as well as shoes and bags are
labelled with your child’s name
 Home/School book – provided by Puzzle
 From time to time we ask for items related to the theme to be sent in – see newsletters for
details
 Sunhat and sun cream in hotter weather.
 Lunch (if your child is staying all day)
We sell Puzzle sweatshirts, polo shirts and book bags – do ask if you would like to order
anything.
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Home – School links
Parents are the first educators of their young children. Puzzle Centre aims to support this
essential role and not to supplant it. We aim to work in partnership with parents to help to
develop their child’s full potential and to ensure continuity between home and pre-school.
We will:
 make all new parents aware of the Puzzle Centre’s systems and policies.


ensure that educational targets are devised in consultation with parents.



ensure that parents are informed on a regular basis about their child’s progress including termly reviews of Educational Planning Grids (EPG) – involving a meeting
between parent(s) and the Specialist Teacher or the Speech and Language Therapist.



encourage parents to contribute using their own skills , knowledge or interests, to the
activities of the group.



give parents guidance, support and training, including workshop sessions.



involve parents in shared record keeping about their child - both formally (in termly
reviews) and informally on a daily basis, verbally and in the home/school book.



ensure that all parents are fully informed in advance of meetings, workshops or other
training.



consult with families about the times of meetings to avoid excluding anyone.



make known to all parents the systems for registering complaints, queries or
suggestions.



provide opportunities for parents to learn about the pre-school curriculum and the
specialist methods and approaches to learning used at the Puzzle Centre.



ensure regular communication between Puzzle Centre and parents by producing regular
(at least half termly) newsletters and writing in home/school books at each session.



Puzzle Centre is committed to create an environment in which children are safe from any
form of abuse. Any suspicion of abuse will be promptly and appropriately responded to.
Our child protection policy sets out procedures which will be followed in the event of
suspicion of abuse or allegations of abuse against members of staff. Parents are
encouraged to read this policy as well as all other policies and procedures. The policy
book can be found in the little upstairs parent area. Kathryn Bowers is the designated
officer for Safeguarding and any further questions, queries or concerns can be
discussed with her.
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Assessment and record keeping
Assessment


Assessment and individual plans devised by the teacher and speech and language
therapist, together with the parents, is seen as the starting point for intervention to help
each child develop in all areas.



Assessment sessions begin prior to starting at the centre. Initial assessment consists of
one home observation, a parent interview using the SCERTS model and play-based
assessment sessions once a child begins at the Puzzle Centre.



Assessment usually takes the form of a general developmental checklist, covering all
areas of development; a symbolic and imaginative play assessment and observation and
a more detailed language and communication assessment including the SCERTS
assessment



Initial assessment is largely based upon structured observations and parental
information but a few more formal tasks and/or standardized tests will be presented to
children as appropriate. Parents are an integral part of this process and also the
individual education planning for their child.



Initial assessment, often coupled with reports from other professionals, provides a
starting point for planning to meet each child’s needs, but assessment is seen as an
ongoing process once children commence the Puzzle Centre, when a more detailed
understanding of their strengths and needs can be developed. Termly reviews of
progress will take place with parents.



Educational Planning Grids cover targets for all areas of development as appropriate but
there is likely to be an emphasis on communication and social skills.



Assessment is geared to planning interventions rather than as a diagnostic process.

Record Keeping
In order to facilitate future planning and to evaluate both individual and group work with the
children the following records are kept:


Individual Activity Sheets - this is a written record of planned, usually one to one, adultled activities with a child, related to achieving a target on his/her Educational planning
grid. Each child will have one of these sheets with several planned activities for each
session.
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Educational Planning Grids - these set out targets and how these targets can be
achieved, which aim to be achievable within one term (11/12 weeks). Progress with
these targets are recorded in each child’s individual observation file. The individual
activity sheets break the targets down into smaller steps, thereby ensuring success.
These sheets can then be used to review progress at the end of each term.



Term plans - these relate to the National Curriculum Foundation Stage Early Learning
Goals. These plans are for the whole group sessions and cover activities in relation to
the seven areas of learning in the Foundation Stage curriculum. We take a themed
approach with a changing theme each half-term. Parents are informed about the themes
in advance and given ideas and suggestions for follow-up activities in the half-termly
newsletters.



Weekly plans - these present the week’s activities in detail and will include activities from
the term plans.



Daily plans - these explain how the session will be run and what activities, equipment
and staff will be utilised, where and how. There will be a written evaluation of each day’s
plans.



Registration book - record of attendance for children and staff.



Visitor’s book.



Accident and incident book - record of any accidents or incidents to children or staff.



Administration of medication book.



An initial assessment summary will be written on each child following their individual
assessment.



Reports on individual children will be written for six monthly reviews of an Education
Health and Care Plans. Special Educational Needs and for advice requested by the
Local Education Authority for a statutory assessment or High Needs Block Funding
requests.



Each term parents will receive a written record of their child’s review of their Individual
Education Plan – the speech and language therapist, the specialist teacher and the
parents all contribute to this review.



SEN Support Plan
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Complaints
Puzzle Centre is committed to try to provide the highest quality specialist education and care for
children with communication and language difficulties.
We aim to provide a warm and caring environment within which the individual needs of each
child can be developed.
Our intention is to work in partnership with parents and we welcome suggestions on how to
improve our group.
Making concerns known
 A parent who is uneasy about any aspect of the Puzzle Centre’s provision should first of
all talk over any worries with the Principal.
 If this does not have a satisfactory outcome within a couple of weeks, or if the problem
recurs, the parent should put the concerns or complaint in writing and request another
meeting with the Principal. An agreed written record of the discussion should be made.
Parents and Principal may have a friend or colleague present if they wish.
In some circumstances it may be necessary to bring in the local authority registration and
inspection unit who have a duty to ensure laid down requirements are adhered to.
The registering authority (OFSTED) would be involved if there seemed to be a possible breach
of registration requirements or if a child appeared to be at risk.
Parents may register complaints directly with the registering authority by contacting:
Ofsted
National Business Unit
Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD
Quote Puzzle Centre’s registration number: EY462850 (from May 2013)
Formerly Puzzle Centre was registered EY333122 and previous Ofsted reports can be located
using this number.
Or you can phone 0300 123 1231
The Puzzle Centre believes that most complaints or comments are made constructively
and can be sorted out at an early stage. We also believe that it is in the best interests of
the Puzzle Centre school and parents that complaints should be taken seriously and
dealt with fairly and in a way that respects confidentiality.
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Some comments about Puzzle
Our son Gabriel was diagnosed with Autism just after his 2nd birthday. In short we were utterly
devastated and in equal measures confused and frightened as to what the future would hold for
us. It was like someone had turned all the lights off. We were incredibly lucky to find the
Puzzle Centre shortly afterwards. From my first visit I knew that this special place would help
us all find a way. Puzzle helped to turn the lights back on for us and not only found a place for
Gabriel in the school but also showed us all how to cope with and embrace the difficulties that
lay ahead. Without Puzzle I know my son would not have spoken or been able to understand
the world and us understand him.
(Gabriel’s mum)
The Puzzle Centre had everything we felt (my child) needed to progress – one to one, excellent
teaching strategies, a lovely teaching environment and great staff (parent)
Every achievement that (my child) made, no matter how small, was celebrated and in turn gave
him confidence (parent)
We couldn’t have wished for a better placement. I just wish we could have kept him there until
he was 18! (parent)

Puzzle Centre is like oasis in a desert! (parent)

(My child) is clearly challenged, in a positive way, by the intensive and specialist input he
receives during the session (parent)
“Matthew would never be where he is now if Puzzle wasn’t there. Before Puzzle, Matthew
was very anxious and would pace up and down slapping himself and humming. … Without
Puzzle we don’t feel that Matthew would be able to talk, sit at a dinner table, play with his
brother or go to a mainstream school”
(Matthew’s mum)
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Term dates and session times
Puzzle Centre is currently open for three terms each year, for 35 weeks each year.
Please see our most recent newsletter and website for current term dates.
Our Nursery is open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday mornings from 9.45
a.m. until 12.15 pm. Monday Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 12.15 until 2.45 pm, and a
Thursday afternoons, 1.15 pm – 3.45 pm. Children who attend the afternoon sessions on
Monday, Tuesdays and Wednesdays also attend the morning sessions on those days. They
bring their own packed lunch with them to school.
Children are welcome to arrive between 9.45 and 10 am. Parents return 15 minutes before the
end of the session so that staff can discuss the morning activities with them – this is a very
important part of each session as it enables a close working relationship between staff and
parents to the benefit of each child’s development.
Training workshops for parents usually take place Saturdays or occasionally during the morning
/ afternoon sessions 2 or 3 times a term – see recent newsletter for details.
How to contact us:
Puzzle Centre
The Old School
Middle Claydon
Buckingham
MK18 2ET

CEO and Founder:
Alex Stanyer
E alexstanyer@puzzlecentre.org.uk
T 01296 733900
W www.puzzlecentre.org.uk
E info@puzzlecentre.org.uk

Visits are most welcome
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Funding places at Puzzle Centre
(exclusive of the early years grant)

The following examples show how places may be funded and what this costs Puzzle Centre
Trust. We are always very grateful for any support that parents and their families can provide.

Example one:
Term:

Autumn

Name of Child:

Billy Smith

Sessions per week:

6 sessions per week

Full Cost of Sessions: (£144.00 per
session)

Per week
Per term

£864.00
£10,368.00

The cost of these sessions is funded in the following ways:
Parental fee (50% discount)
Funded by Local Authority SEN
Cost per term for Puzzle Centre Trust
Ltd

£900
£5,760.00
£3,708.00

This session cost includes the cost of: Specialist Teacher, Speech and Language
Therapy, Occupational Therapy, one to one Support in the Nursery, Termly home
consultation/visit, dual placement liaison and guidance, subsidised parent workshops
Any contribution you are able to make towards the £3,708.00 that Puzzle Centre Trust is
funding for Billy to attend the Nursery at Puzzle Centre would be much appreciated.
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Example Two:
Term:

Autumn

Name of Child:

Amy Chan

Sessions per week:

2 sessions per week

Full Cost of Sessions: (£144.00 per
session)

Per week
Per term

£288.00
£3,456.00

The cost of these sessions is funded in the following ways:
Parental contribution
Funded by Local Authority SEN
Cost per term for Puzzle Centre Trust
Ltd

£600.00
£0.00
£2,856.00

This session cost includes the cost of:
Specialist Teacher, Speech and Language Therapy, Occupational Therapy, one to one
Support in the Nursery, Termly home consultation/visit, dual placement liaison and
guidance, subsidised parent workshops
Any contribution you are able to make towards the £2,856.00 that Puzzle Centre Trust is
funding for Amy to attend the Nursery at Puzzle Centre would be much appreciated.
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Example Three:
Term:

Autumn

Name of Child:

Raj Patel

Sessions per week:

3 sessions per week

Full Cost of Sessions: (£144.00 per
session)

Per week
Per term (Autumn)

£432.00
£5,184.00

The cost of these sessions is funded in the following ways:
Funded by Local Authority (HNF)
Parental Fee
Cost per term for Puzzle Centre Trust
Ltd

£1,449.50
£840.00
£2,894.50

This session cost includes the cost of:
Specialist Teacher, Speech and Language Therapy, Occupational Therapy, one to one
Support in the Nursery, Termly home consultation/visit, dual placement liaison and
guidance, subsidised parent workshops
Any contribution you are able to make towards the £2,894.50 that Puzzle Centre Trust is
funding for Raj to attend the Nursery at Puzzle Centre would be much appreciated.
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